Abstract: Optimization of manipulation activity and testing of collision relations of construction components in the production systems is an important project activity. Particularly in the design of automated manufacturing systems increased attention should be paid to modeling the functional and spatial relationships of components that perform manipulation activities in the production area. The paper characterizes the approach applied to modeling the geometrical relations of the elements in the production system of the dynamic realization of their manipulation activity.
Model for collision testing of Manufacturing system components for Handling operations
When projecting production workplaces is needed to optimize the technology sessions, handling, management and other functional areas. Handling operations optimization of the producted object handling is preferably addressed by zonal study. This is based on track movements in handling and it depends on the orientation of the device mounting area and the orientation of the output of the fixture device relative to the robot, and the robot kinematics.
Satisfactory orientation are selected according to two criteria:
compatibility orientation and type of the manipulated object oriented movement when removing an object from the mounting device, 2. exclusion of the collision object with a mounting device, it is necessary to determine the path of movement when handling near the mounting device.
When testing the collisions of the components of an automated manufacturing system in its working zone, it is necessary to determine the path of their movements. A partial algorithm for testing the movement path of a robot with a manufacturing object when it is mounted in a clamping device is on the Fig.1 . The analysis is based on the following steps:
Manipulation of an object is tested in the workspace of the production facility in the elementary steps to determine whether there is a collision. This cyclical process is repeated if a collision is detected when inserting an object or output from the device new variants must be analyzed of the manipulation cycle. The process is repeated on other automated manufacturing system equipment. To express the elements of the robot and devices need to have their expression in a single coordinate system. In this case, it is advisable to use a coordinate system of the robot , ,
x y z P P P (Tab. 2).
Tab. 1: Individual coordinate systems of the production object, the tentacle and the clamping device of the machine.
Testing collision manipulated object with a mounting device, may be performed either graphical or analytical.
For analytical testing we introduce the coordinate system of the robot gripper , , ,
x y z C C C starting OC in the middle of the jaw object (Tab. 1). Axis zC is the vertical axis direction and yC a direction of travel when moving between devices. All parts of the arm (tentacle and object in it) is approximated to the blocks with edges parallel to the axis . , , , , x y z P P P at an angle a enclosed by the two coordinate systems.
After converting the coordinates of the approximated edges of the elements in the coordinate system of the robot is determined by moving the position of the coordinate system of the gripper relative to the coordinate system of the robot according to the formula: 
analytical determination of the Position of the Manipulated object when Performing Manipulation activity in the Production system
Location description of mounted object is closely related to the issue of zonal projections. It has a particular impact on the size of the robot handling area. If the robot movements in operating the equipment, there is a need to determine the position of the robot with respect to a well-defined starting point. This place, assign a coordinate (stationary) system (O, x, y, z). The system (O1, x1, y1, z1) is the coordinate system of the robot (moving), system (O2, x2, y2, z2) is the coordinate system of process equipment and the coordinate system (Os, xs, ys, zs) being a coordinate system the object itself (Fig. 2) . 
The matrix Mpv has generally the form: 
Position of the robot with respect to the technological equipment expressed matrix Mrz has the form: 
Property of technological equipment, in general, the matrix expressed by Mzs: 
The final position of the object relative to the coordinate system (O, x, y, z) is given by the product of the matrices:
If we have a matrix that describes the position of the machine relative to the robot (Mrz), matrix that determines the position of the object relative to the machine (Mzs) and the matrix that determines the position of the robot relative to the stationary coordinate system (Mpv), can be expressed in the matrix (Mrvs) which determines the position of the object relative to the robot. 
conclusions
The importance of integration in the construction components of production systems is their interconnections and optimal activity in the innovative projects is increasing. Modeling and simulation verification through mathematical models contained in advanced commercial but primarily purpose-developed software products is implemented in a number of future production projects that are addressed at the workplaces of the authors. 
